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Abstract 
Canadian companies are operating m an increasingly globalized environment and 
must strive to become efficient and yet retain talented personnel. Furthermore, as technology 
continues to increase in complexity, and companies fight for scarce resources, organizations 
are forced to focus on employee engagement. Employee engagement is defined as the extent 
to which employees commit to something or someone in their organization, how hard they 
work and how long they stay, as a result of that commitment (Gibbons, 2007). With constant 
change and tough economic times on a global scale, Baby-Boomers and some Traditionalists 
can no longer afford retirement. The result has led to four generations working together. 
These four generations; Traditionalists, Baby-Boomers, Generation X and Y all have 
different values and expectations, which can be a source of conflict at work (Tolbize, 2008). 
These cross-generational and cross-cultural workforce conflicts can arise and can affect 
productivity and profits. 
In order to avoid such conflicts, it is important to identify differences between 
generations and their motivations and what an organization can do to facilitate a higher level 
of productivity. However, before delving into what each generation wants, it would be wise 
to provide a definition of what a "generation" is. A generation is defined as a group of people 
distinguished by age boundaries, those who were born during a certain era. They share 
similar experiences and attitudes, particularly about work-related topics and, tend to be 
similar, due to their shared experiences during their fonnative years (Notter, 2002). 
The Traditionalists, are classified as being born before 1945, are very hierarchical in 
respect to authority, and believe experience should be rewarded (Tolbize, 2008). Baby-
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Boomers were born from 1946-1964, and are optimistic, wanting to change the world and are 
labeled as workaholics (Tolbize, 2008). Generation X, were born between 1965-1980 and are 
skeptical, not afraid of authority, and seek a work-life balance (Tolbize, 2008). Generation Y, 
born from 1981 to 2011 want to be treated as equals, and desire constant feedback (BCJobs, 
2009). 
Therefore, my MBA project will determine differences and similarities between the 
four generations, and will determine what activities can be developed by organizations to 
encourage and enhance employee engagement within organizations. 
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Introduction 
Employee engagement 1s a crucial element for business success. With today's 
multigenerational workforce working alongside each other, it is vitally important that 
employers understand what motivates each generation. Doing so and engaging all employees 
within the organization will facilitate lines of communication between generations, or 
making workplace barriers disappear. When organizations have high levels of engagement, it 
promotes retention of talent, increases loyalty, improves performance, and increases 
shareholder value. Employee engagement, a complex concept to define, is influenced by 
many elements such as good leadership, organizational culture, communication, and qualities 
such as trust, respect and integrity. Additionally, with four generations working together, 
access to training, career opportunities, work/life balance and empowerment are crucial to 
making the organization an "employer of choice". To cultivate a culture of engagement, 
organizations need to think critically, and creatively. Engagement retains talent and the 
necessary elements to sustain an organization into the future with growth and sustainability. 
Objective 
The research question I will attempt to address is: "What key factors can an 
organization implement to improve employee engagement?", and "What leadership factors 
can organizations encourage increasing employee engagement?" This study will detem1ine 
potential strategies for employers or future business owners. The purpose is to analyze 
challenges and opportunities for managers, and how they can improve the relationship 
between the employer and employees through engagement. Further, by focusing on character 
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traits of workers in each generation and pinpointing the types of conflicts which may occur, 
managers can understand these characteristics and influence the outcomes between 
employees, leading to greater organizational success. 
I will use scholastic and public sources to gather information on these topics . This 
will include references to various studies that focus on what motivates each generation, 
including differences, and the similarities. This will provide the necessary documentation to 
make recommendations and put in place a proposal structure. I will also examine 
organizational behaviour literature which will aid in building a successful workplace. 
The project will be divided into 9 sections: (A), The paper will define what employee 
engagement is. (B), I will discuss why employee engagement is impo1iant. (C). I will focus 
on why it is essential to have good leadership to have employee engagement. (D), I will 
explain why it is essential that an organization have a good corporate culture to enhance 
employee engagement. (E), I will examine what conditions are needed in order to enhance 
employee engagement. (F), I will then focus on what is meaningful work and why it is 
impmiant in enhancing employee engagement. (G), I will focus on the four generations in 
the workforce and discuss their differences. (H), I will then tum to what motivates each 
generation. (I), I will discuss how to best mesh the generational differences, with their 
motivations and employers' conditions for improving employee engagement. (J) In the last 
section, I will conclude the paper. 
Uterature Review 
Initial research shows a wealth of infonnation about employee engagement and the 
four generations working together via institutional and public websites. However, employee 
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engagement is a difficult term to define, but has been best defined by Gibbons (2007). 
Unfortunately, many organizations have not implemented employee engagement, and as 
Seijte & Crim (2006) have documented organizations continue to lose out on getting the best 
out of their employees. Complementing this, Ceridian Corporation (20 1 0), exammes the 
economtcs of implementing employee engagement and how it positively mcreases the 
income statement. As a result, employee engagement is becoming the new method of doing 
businesses. Organizations understand that a hierarchical method of managing employees is 
no longer valid within the 21th Century organization. Today's employer needs to maintain 
open and respectful communication with their employees. 
Employers are also faced with a multi-generational workplace which has added 
another element of complexity to employee/employer relations. As companies continue to cut 
back on benefits, and offer fewer life time careers, they will have no choice but to implement 
employee engagement for economic survival. The BC government clearly defines and 
understands that four generations currently exists within the workplace (BCjobs.ca, 2008). 
As a result, the key to successful relations among different generations and their 
employers are employee engagement as it directly contributes to the organizations profits 
(Gerard and Crim, 2011). Employers are faced with the challenge of bringing the best out of 
its employees while at the same time balancing organizational goals. Amazingly, many 
organizations are not taking advantage of employee engagement which results in lost 
profitability, low employee retention, and not bringing out the best in its employees. For 
example, Seijts and Crim (2006) pose a scenario: 
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"The high potential leaders of a sales organization were taking part in a development 
program. At the end of the program, there was an open dialogue session. One key theme that 
emerged in the discussion was that individuals were struggling to lead balanced lives because 
of the increasing pressure they were facing in their jobs. The discussion continued for some 
time, and the tension in the room began to escalate. The facilitor then asked two important 
questions: first, she asked, "How many of you feel overworked and feel you can't do any 
more, if asked by your organization?" Virtually every hand in the audience was raised. 
Clearly this group was feeling overworked. Then came the second question: "How many of 
you feel there is a part of you-your creativity, passion, ingenuity- that is sitting, untapped by 
this organization?" Virtually all the same hands were raised."(Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
This scene is at the center of what employers must face in regard to today's 
organizations and employee engagement. High performing employees feel overworked, 
under pressure, and disengaged, who if engaged properly, could be more productive and 
happier employees. The result is employees mentally disengaging or in other words, "the 
lights are on and no one is home." Clearly, managers should be concerned with this waste of 
energy, and talent that organizations are not harnessing (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
A Towers Perrin 2005 Global Workforce Survey, which included 85,000 individuals 
who were working full-time, found that only 14% of employees worldwide were engaged 
(Seijts and Crim, 2006). In Canada, the number was 17% that were highly engaged and 24% 
are actively disengaged. In another Gallup poll in the Management Journal it was found that 
54% of non-engaged employees have been sleepwalking through their work-week. Further it 
was found that 17% of which were actively disengaged, were busy acting out their 
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unhappiness, and undermining their co-workers accomplishments (Seijts and Crim, 2006). In 
sum, it can be said employers need to recognize employee engagement or else continue to 
lose talented employees. Being physically there is not enough; employees' need to engage 
their minds. 
Employee engagement also involves good leadership (Kouzes, and Posner, 1995). 
Good leadership means spending time, and standing up for your employees. Further research 
by Sharma (1998) points to good leadership also involves a holistic (refers to recognizing the 
interconnectivity of people, nature, and business enterprise) method to enhancing employee 
engagement. Organizational culture is another vital part to employee engagement because it 
is another link in creating an emotional attachment by the employee towards the company 
(Moir, 2008). Organizational culture refers to the shared pattern of beliefs, assumptions, and 
expectations held by organizational members and their characteristic way of perceiving the 
organizations artifacts and environment, and its norms, roles and values as they exist outside 
the individual (Bowditch L. James, Bunon F. Anthony, and Stewart M. Marcus, 2008). The 
other critical element in employee engagement is providing meaningful work (SeUts and 
Crim, 2006). Aside from providing a good culture, meaningful work, and good leadership, 
each employer must understand what motivates each generation otherwise they will lose a 
tool which may explain how to best utilize their employees (Nelson, 2006). 
By taking into account the basics of employee engagement, employers will be able to 
make a plan that is customized for their organization 
In conclusion; 
• Leadership plays a crucial part m improving and openmg the doors to 
employee engagement. 
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• Employee engagement breaks down barriers between generations 
• Employee engagement is important for various reasons, such as happy, 
motivated employees, and increased profits. 
• Providing meaningful work is crucial to having employee engagement 
• Developing a positive organizational culture is a vital step towards employee 
engagement 
• Understanding generational motivation enhances employee engagement 
Employee Engagement~ What is it? 
The new focus on employee engagement is driven by a labour shortage and a need to 
attract and retain employees while continuing to improve perfonnance and profitability. 
As a result, employee engagement is the new term for caring about employees. Additionally, 
executives are beginning to understand that employee engagement doesn't mean the same 
thing to everyone in every company (Gibbons, 2007). 
Employee engagement is defined as "the extent to which employees commit to 
something or someone in their organization, how hard they work and how long they stay as a 
result of that commitment." (Gibbons, 2007). Employee engagement is a complex concept, 
which is influenced by many factors and has multiple levels. The different levels of 
engagement refer to cognitive, emotional, and behavioral aspects. Cognitive refers to 
employees beliefs' about their organization and its culture. The emotional aspect refers to 
how employees feel about the organization, leaders and co-workers. The behavioral factor is 
the value-added element which is reflected in each employee's effort towards work. In other 
words, employee engagement is about engaging the mind, vigor (energy), dedication 
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(inspiration, pride, significance, enthusiasm) and absorption (happy, engrossed) of each 
employee, and manager (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
This directly links high-involvement work with practices, positive beliefs, and 
attitudes which relate to employee engagement and generating behaviours which lead to 
better perfonnance (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
Why is Employee Engagement Important? 
Post-globalized society has dramatically changed work conditions. No longer do most 
companies provide life-long careers. Further, as work has become more demanding on 
employees there has been increased work related stress. This has led to employees having 
less confidence in their organization. Therefore, employers are faced with the stark reality of 
trying to engage their workforce before they begin to lose them or having unmotivated 
employees. 
Employee engagement is a key indicator for business success and the result is 
reduced turnover and the attraction of top talent. As such, the real question is how much 
more productive is an engaged workforce compared to a non-engaged one. For example, 
figure A (below) clearly demonstrates the results of having an engaged vs non-engaged 
employee on a company's profits. 
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Figure A. 
Highly Engaged Non-engaged 
Operating Income 19.2% gain 32.7% decline 
Net Income Growth 13.2% gain 3.8% decline 
Earnings per share 27.8% gain 11 .2% decline 
Source: 2006 survey of 664,000 employees worldwtde by research finn ISR 
(Ceridian Corporation, 2011 ). 
Many studies that have been done to explore employee engagement discover that it 
does work. For example, New Century Financial Corporation found that account executives 
that were actively disengaged produced 28% less revenue than their colleagues who were 
engaged (Seijts and Crim, 2006). Another prime example of employee engagement is 
Molson-Coors which lost less time to accidents and saved the company money by having an 
engaged workforce. More importantly, sa les performance for teams increased when they 
were engaged (Lockwood, 2007). Positive employees are more productive and outperformed 
non-engaged employees, thus affecting the bottom line. In another study, Gallup Inc found a 
positive outcome and excellent return on critical business outcomes such as absenteeism 
which declined by 37%, high turnover by 25%, and quality defects by 60% (Allen, 2010). 
Employee engagement also enhances communications between employer and 
employees, thus making them feel well-informed about what is happening in the 
organization. By doing so, the employer shows genuine interest towards the employee 
resulting in engagement. Thus, engaging the employee strongly influences the organization 
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as a whole. This in return gtves the organization and employee a wm-wm situation by 
creating good internal communication and a culture of innovation and openness. 
The most important factor in achieving success in organizations is that the employee 
must connect to their employer. What employee engagement does is directly tie into the 
emotional side of employees, thus breaking down baniers between generations, and the 
employer. Thus, as employees begin to open up their emotional side, employers can take a 
holistic view towards finding solutions by working together, via constructive dialogue 
(Allen, 201 0). This begins a slow implementation of workplace policies, and practices 
intended to engage all employees whereby diversity or age will not be the center of the 
problem but determining what works and what doesn't work. An effective employer and 
organization will use organizational process, values, management, role challenge, work/life 
balance, information, reward/recognition, work environment, and products/services to get the 
best out of their employees (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
Conditions for Employee Engagement 
A. Good Leaclership-Good En,qa.qement- Why good leadership is crucial 
"I have seen competent leaders who stood in front of a platoon and all they saw was a 
platoon. But great leaders stand in ji-ont of a platoon and see it as 44 individuals, 
each of whom has aspirations, each ofwhom wants to live, each ofwhom wants to do 
good." Norman Schwarzkopfretired U.S. Anny General (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
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In today's workforce, leaders or owners of organizations need to strike a balance 
between managing power, leadership, and employee engagement. Employers can no longer 
simply bark orders and wait to see how high employees jump. Today's leadership is a 
balance between maintaining control, while at the same time letting the employees be 
autonomous, and establishing the connection between leadership and employee engagement. 
The first step towards employee engagement is to build relationships with people. 
This is not done in a vacuum but within a social group called the organization. As a result, 
leaders must demonstrate genuine care towards their employees with positive language and 
approaches. Positive language or approaches, refers to employers using words such as "beat" 
or "win". Positive language could also mean giving the employee constructive advice 
without using negative words. Positive relationships are directly linked to positive 
communication and supporting team members. This results in flourishing teams, attitudes, 
and behaviours. Positive relationships are an excellent way to achieve engagement. In a study 
done by Fredrickson and Losada (2005) it was also concluded that positive language has a 
direct impact in team results and profitability. 
What positive language does is tap into the potentiality of people through approaches 
that do impact the organization in a good way. As, the founder and president of Kyocera, 
Kazuo Inamori states: "You require a new understanding of the subconscious mind, 
willpower, and action of the heart. You must have a sincere desire to serve the world .... duty 
as a manager starts providing for both the managerial good and the spiritual welfare of 
employees"(Buckingham and Coffman, 1999). 
Leaders need to create relationships based on caring about their employees, while still 
seeing the interconnectedness and spirit of the company. These relationships or employee 
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engagement are not built overnight and it is like climbing a mountain (Buckingham and 
Coffman, 1999). It can be described as a hierarchy of engagement. For example, when 
employees begin working, they are only interested in getting a pay cheque and employers 
want their labour in return. However with the passing of time, employees want more from 
their jobs and expect feedback on their job performance. Their next step in growth will be 
centered on discovering if"someone actually cares if I'm contributing" and this could either 
encourage or discourage their performance (Buckingham and Coffman, 1999). But once 
employees settle into a company, employees want a deeper relationship to see if people care 
about them and to see if they belong. This is where employees begin to look towards the 
company's mission and vision and to see if their opinions are considered valuable. Once 
employees feel a connection, they will look for personal growth opportunities within the 
organization (Buckingham and Coffman, 1999). However, a good leader would begin to 
work with the employee from the bottom of the engagement pyramid by providing learning 
and development opportunities, promotion, and giving them trust and respect, thereby 
increasing the employee engagement towards their employers. The higher the employee gets 
within the engagement pyramid, the more a leader should engage them towards becoming the 
best they can be. 
Employers must build a relationship from the very first day of employment because 
otherwise growth will stop at pay, working hours, and conditions. Aside from this, the 
employee will not care and simply end up being a non-contributor. 
The next part to building good relationships with employees is to invest time with 
their employees and demonstrate a caring attitude when opportunities presents themselves 
such as offering training, remembering a child's name, or even a birthday. This should mean 
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setting aside time to meet with each employee and having one to one conversations in a 
casual setting. The conversation would begin with the broad and finally narrow down to 
topics such as "How can we improve your job?" or "Do you think you need more 
development?" Caring for an employee could mean defending an employee in the case of a 
legitimate concern or helping an employee with an addiction issue by helping them enter into 
some sort of treatment. Employers that can demonstrate to their employees they are not 
afraid to literally get into the ditches with them and become personally engaged. By doing so, 
they can challenge their employees to set the bar higher but not so high that it becomes 
impossible. 
Another important aspect of leadership is to build a vision through a process and 
share it with employees. Having a clear vision provides a guideline for a better future that 
includes values, hopes and ideals. Once this vision/mission has been established, it allows 
employees to build momentum and make the leaders vision their own. Employees need to 
understand the vision senior management has for the organizations and how employees fit in 
into it. As a result, the organizations success will depend on how clear managers/employers 
are about the company' s goals and methods to achieve them and how it benefits its 
employees. This clarity helps employees understand where the organization is going, and 
how they can contribute to its success. A vision provides hope for a better future and the faith 
that it will be attained some day (Yukl, 2006) 
Aside from providing clarity, employers need to provide feedback towards their 
employees. Good leaders establish processes and procedures which aid people in mastering 
impmiant tasks and allowing goal achievement. For example UCLA football coach, John 
Wooden demonstrated how vital feedback is. His positive or constructive comments 
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catapulted Mr. Wooden's career as he kept diaries of all the players (Seijts and Crim, 2006). 
During practices he would jot notes down to see where players could make improvements 
thus providing them positive or constructive feedback. Good leaders work daily and make the 
effort for their employees to improve their skills, and the opportunities to create teams within 
the organization. 
Shared leadership is another quality leaders must possess. Shared leadership can be 
especially hard if you have immature leaders with swollen egos who only want individual 
recognition. However, a true leader understands that leadership is not limited to one person, 
but includes the whole company. It is the responsibilities of every person present (Secretan, 
2004). As a result, each must be given responsibility by their employer to lead based on the 
individual's skills or capacity. 
A true leader must also be a servant (servant leadership) to his employees. That is to 
have the employee's personal health, welfare and growth in mind (Yuki, 2006). This gives 
employees the ability to feel free, more autonomous, as they experience more personal 
growth in their work efforts (Secretan, 2004). Futihermore, employees begin to see the 
results of their employer's actions and be more motivated, committed and loyal towards the 
company. There is an emotional attachment created as a result of time being invested by the 
employers. This servant leadership is best summed up by St. Francis, "It is in giving that we 
receive" (Chesterton, 1957). By doing so, employees can have the chance for personal 
growth and autonomy which brings out their best talents. They see their employers giving of 
themselves thus gaining an emotional tie to the organization, employer, and its mission. 
Thus, the company will be able to influence teams and individuals positively. True leadership 
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manifests itself around groups, teams and individuals and as we will see servant leadership is 
best combined with transformational leadership. 
Transfonnational leadership is visionary in that it requires inspirational people who 
are consumed with specific ideals and goals and able to engender intense emotions in their 
followers (Bowditch, and Buono, and Stewart, 2008). These types of leaders have strong 
empathy, self-awareness skills, and emotional intelligence and have an excellent 
understanding of other people. This type of person is a change agent, and is not afraid to face 
challenges or become engaged at any level with their employees. They are adaptive, 
innovative, successful, courageous, and have the ability to deal with complexity (Bowditch, 
and Buono, and Stewart, 2008). The result is employees are able to relate to a 
transformational leader on an emotional level. By doing so, employees are influenced by the 
leader's behaviours. As the leader influences them to be more self-aware of their 
surroundings, problems and other employees, this spurs the employees to view problems with 
curiosity and creativity. 
Creditability is an important aspect of leadership. Leaders need to continually 
demonstrate high ethical standards and maintain the company's reputation. Employees want 
to be proud of their organization, performance, and job (Sharma, 1998). A good example is 
WestJet Airlines with its "Because we're Owners!" campaign. The result is employees who 
believe strongly in the company and are excited and committed to its success. 
Having servant and transformational leadership qualities will inspire followers with a 
clear vision, align their own behaviours with that vision, and support followers with 
development, coaching, and problem solving. Leaders that are risk-takers and not afraid of 
challenges or defending their employees will increase change. Leaders must be flexible, open 
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and accepting of change and not be afraid to confront it (Sham1a, 1998). In other words, 
managers/leaders need to take personal responsibility for their employees. Leaders must also 
go against the status quo and be willing to step into the unknown. Transformational leaders 
are willing to take risks, to innovate, and experiment in order to find new and better ways of 
doing things (Kouzes and Posner, 1995). 
In sum, good leaders remove fear, and obstacles. They use servant leadership to 
enable employees to think on their own, to be creative and innovative. This encourages free 
thinking, creativity, innovation and an entrepreneurial spirit from its employees. If leaders 
begin to educate themselves on improving their perfotmance and focus on increasing 
productivity a company can then build their long-term capabilities and brand recognition as 
the "place to work." 
B. Organizational Culture 
"Organizational culture refers to the shared pattern of beliefs, assumptions, and 
expectations held by organizational members and their characteristic way of perceiving the 
organizations artifacts and environment, and its norms, roles and values as they exist outside 
the individual" (Bowditch, and Buono, and Stewart, 2008). A culture reflects how things are 
done in organizations or in a countries traditions, values and accomplishments. It shapes an 
organizations' and its employees' ways of thinking, acting and their values. When a company 
has good culture, such as constructive and positive feedback, it allows for open and 
respectful discussion. This blossoms and becomes an agent towards employee engagement. 
However having a good culture is much like a garden. It needs constant nurturing and upkeep 
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to cut out the weeds. Alternatively, if a company has a culture of not sharing information, 
this culture will lead to distrust, dissatisfaction, skepticism, cynicism and high turnover. But, 
As more companies continue to compete for top talent, work becomes more complex, and 
more pressure is put on employees to produce, organizations will have to earn employee 
loyalty. This can be done only through a culture of respect, integrity, learning and 
development. As a result, culture is a vital part of an organizations' growth. For example, 
when history looks back at civilizations such as the Romans, it was their organization culture, 
leadership, and beliefs (I came, I saw, I conquered- Veni, Vidi, Vici) and readiness which 
allowed them to expand and take over others lands converting them to their provinces. 
However, it was their culture that defined their civilization. This is the same in organizations 
today, as they expand on a global path of acquisitions, it is their culture that sustains their 
economic growth. For example, in a worldwide survey, culture was ranked as the number 
one driver for employee engagement. 
Having a positive culture gives an organization a competitive advantage which is 
reflected in its sales and return on investments (Denison and Mishra, 1995). The reason this 
happens is that having a positive culture increases employee morale. Happy employees will 
feel pmi of a group or social entity which connects the psychological aspect of being part of a 
group. As a result, they feel they are working for a group and not a faceless corporation. 
Thus, as culture increases employee morale, it directly affects employee output and 
productivity, as can be see with the following evidence. The authors of a recent study came 
to the conclusion that a good culture is twice as productive versus non-engaged employees 
(Denison and Mishra, 1995). For example, in a recent survey which measured return on 
investment, engaged employees doubled their performance versus non-engaged employees. 
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This result was also demonstrated by the return on sales figures of engaged versus non-
engaged employees (Dension and Mishra, 1995). 
The result is clear. Having good culture encourages a higher degree of inclusion of 
the person with their work environment. Employees become more than "hired hands" but 
become part of the social fabric and start to develop a sense of ownership and pride over their 
efforts within the organization thereby reinforcing a sense of belonging. Therefore, good 
culture allows employees' to become psychology attached to the organization. This 
attachment increases employees self awareness of their actions and their consequences. 
Further, good corporate culture becomes the gates for planning, problem-solving and 
decision making. 
Culture provides a proactive approach to better business practices as it focuses 
individuals towards a collective method of problem solving. As well, having a good culture 
fosters participation over the long-term for instilling responsible work habits on the part of 
individual members. When patiicipation increases, individuals will begin to view themselves 
as part of the organization, and this patiicipation extends beyond the job, or immediate 
working situation. Over time, employees begin to develop and indentify with the 
organizations goals and the goals become embedded in them. 
In the end, when individuals understand they belong to a group, that understanding 
psychologically allows people to solve more complex, multifaceted problems than an 
individual approach. The reason is that as humans, our species needs to be social, and as a 
result, "belonging" to a group is critical for psychological growth. Having a good culture 
allows employees to have a structured system and organization whereby better decisions are 
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made. Cultures should be positive and sustained over time. Organizations that develop a 
positive and proactive culture create a competitive advantage. 
People cannot change overnight and need to be given time and incentives to change. 
This is where the organization can control the cultural change to some degree. Organizations 
need to implement formal and informal reward systems so the change reflects values of the 
"new" culture. For example, if creativity and innovation are at the heart of the new culture, 
the organization should implement a rewards system based on creative efforts and not punish 
failures when it comes to trying new methods. Organizations encouraging creativity don't 
require employees to rigidly follow guidelines as this requirement prevents creativity. 
Recognition of what needs to be changed in the culture should be addressed first to 
lessen the resistance to change. Clearly, an understanding of corporate culture arms 
management with the infonnation needed to begin the strategic cultural changes within the 
company. It is imperative that culture be considered when formulating strategy, otherwise, 
management will fail to engage employees. 
Meaningful work 
Meaningful work is another crucial aspect to having employee engagement. While 
having the correct culture, or sharing infom1ation, is good initiators, they are not, on their 
own, enough to warrant meaningful work or employee engagement. Work to be meaningful 
needs to offer opportunities for autonomy, influence, and intrinsic rewards (Bolman & Deal, 
2003). Thus, if employees have some influence over their work and some autonomy, while 
combining it with an internal feeling of reward or personal satisfaction, they will definitely 
create emotional attachment (Bolman & Deal, 2003). When an organization offers the 
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opportunity for autonomy, it gives the employee flexibility. Having flexibility enhances the 
employee's ability to increase personal decision-making regarding work and creates 
opportunities for increasing personal meaning in one's work (Bolman & Deal, 2003). When 
an employee has the ability to influence the design of their own work a meaningful 
attachment is created. Increasing an employee's opportunities for autonomy results in 
meaningful work, and adds a sense of personal satisfaction in the work which maybe lacking 
otherwise. 
The other part of meaningful work includes intrinsic rewards, such as personal 
satisfaction and strong self-efficacy (Bolman & Deal, 2003). As a result, enhancing 
employee engagement via meaningful work creates a connection to the employee's 
creativity, enhances their innovation and engages them in what interests them. This is where 
building relationships is so important because a good leader will watch how people spend 
their time and listen to what they discuss. It is only by building a relationship that leaders can 
begin to understand what's important to employees. When an employee becomes interested 
in an issue, they engage their creativity (Wheatley, 2007). If leaders want people to be 
innovative, they must engage them in meaningful issues. The simplest way to discover 
what's meaningful is to notice what employees discuss and where they spend their energy 
(Wheatley, 2007). This provides managers and employers with the key to employees' ideas 
of meaningful work which then comes back as employee engagement. Therefore, leaders 
have the opportunity to app ly their skills to making a difference for their workers by two 
methods, (a) providing meaningful work and (b) invoking engagement. As a result, it is 
impmiant in employer-employee relationships that employees have the ability to introduce 
and have a part in co-creating their work. 
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If people are interested in what they are doing, it will enhance their creativity and 
create meaningful work. Thus, having autonomy over certain areas of work will directly 
connect to those who create and perform it. Engaged employees find their work meaningful 
and the work is meaningful because they, in part, have created it. In sum, meaningful work 
includes: autonomy, intrinsic rewards, co-creation in one's work, and having the ability to 
influence the structure and design of one's work. 
Multi-Generational Workforce: Who Are They? 
Post-globalization has resulted in significant changes to society and organizations. 
These changes, such as instant information, and a breakdown in the traditional family 
structure, have left a mark on generations with different values and outlooks on life. 
Futihermore the coming wave of non-retiring Baby-Boomers, has transformed the dynamics 
of the organization. Moreover, organizations and employers have become more demanding 
their employees (Tulgan, 2003). They expect employees to work harder, longer, faster and 
smarter (Tulgan, 2003). As information and new technologies are constantly shifting, 
employees must continually leam and perfect their skills. The result of this change is that 
companies are constantly looking for new ways to become more efficient which has led to 
downsizing, temporary and contract work. This has led to employer-employee relations 
becoming less hierarchical. Factors that did matter such as age, rank, and even seniority no 
longer carry the same importance as before. This has led to four generations working 
together and having different perspectives and ideas on what constitutes work. These four 
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generations working together are the Traditionalists, Baby-Boomers, Generation X and 
Generation Y. 
A generation is defined as a cohort group, in which all members are born in a limited 
span of consecutive years, approximately 22 years, and whose boundaries are fixed by peer 
personality (Tolbize, 2008). However a generation is more than just members born within a 
"limited span of consecutive years." A generation is also a group that share common 
experiences or characteristics (Glass, 2007). Experiences such as WWII (Traditionalists), 
Vietnam (Baby-Boomers), the internet (Generation X), or 9/ 11 (Generation Y) have all had 
different effects on the generations. The result of these experiences is that each generation 
has been diversely affected during their formative years which results in different opinions 
on what is important and how work should be approached and done. 
The Traditionalists which were born before 1945 are referred to as the greatest 
generation. Most are retired, and they make up a very small fraction of the workforce. People 
within this generation were affected by events such as The Great Depression, WWII, and 
Korean War (Tolbize, 2008). The result of such events on this generation greatly influenced 
them to become conservative, disciplined, fiscally prudent, patriotic and have a deep sense of 
obligation (Tolbize, 2008). These traits makes Traditionalists adhere to fonnality, a top-down 
structure, needing respect, and making decisions on what would work in the past (Tolbize, 
2008). The result is a generation that adheres to a code of conduct based on their word and a 
belief in paying their dues (Tolbize, 2008). Their experience has led Traditionalists to 
become highly dedicated, averse to risk, strongly committed to teamwork, and collaboration 
and to have excellent communication skills . Consequently, their attitudes towards work are 
hierarchical with clear lines of command-and-control (Tolbize, 2008). This has led to a 
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dislike of change, seldom bucking the system and being uncomfortable with conflict 
(Tolbize, 2008). This desire to conform, conservatism, and traditional family values, has 
earmarked the Traditionalists, as loyal and self-sacrificing towards their organization 
(Tolbize, 2008). The result is an internal work ethic that connects them to the self-concept of 
intrinsic motivation, or internal motive (Barbuto and Miller, 2006). 
Baby-Boomers are identified as being born between 1946 and 1965. Currently aged 
between forty and sixty years old, the boomers account for 45% of the workforce. Baby-
Boomers grew up during the Vietnam War, Civil Rights Riots, Smith and King 
Assassinations, Watergate, the sexual revolution and Woodstock. Furthennore, with such 
examples of weakness in politics, religion, and business leaders, Baby-Boomers lost respect 
towards authority, social institutions, and loyalty (Smola, Wey, Karen and Sutton, 2002). 
Although Baby-Boomers and their parents (Traditionalists) are different in regards to 
authority, social institutions, and loyalty, they do share the same work ethic. However, this 
work ethic has been taken to the next level, and Baby-Boomers have been characterized as 
"workaholics" . Like their parents, this generation believes that hard work and sacrifice are 
the price to pay for success. The result for Baby-Boomers is having excellent teamwork 
skills, a belief in collaboration and effective group decision-making skills. This has led Baby-
Boomers to being extremely competitive but also loyal towards their employers. This 1s 
paralleled with Baby-Boomers desires for individual accomplishments (Tolbize, 2008). 
Most Baby-Boomers were brought up in a privileged atmosphere which led them to 
see education as a bi11hright rather than a possibility (Tolbize, 2008). Additionally, this led to 
a viewpoint that is idealistic, optimistic, and with a desire to change the world (Tolbize, 
2008). Thus, with the Baby-Boomers sense of confidence and success in task completion, this 
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generation may be insulted by instant feedback. This leads Baby-Boomers to seek 
recognition for their achievements (Tolbize, 2008). The result is Baby-Boomers personal 
identity and social status is attached to their performance. But as family and societal values 
changed dramatically, with Generation X, it could be said Baby-Boomers are the last 
generation to display any significant loyalty to a corporate employer (Cole, Smith, and 
Lucas, 2002). 
Generation X was born between 1968 and 1979 and is referred to as the Baby-Bust 
generation because of their low numbers when compared to their parents. The term 
Generation X is coined after Douglas Co uplands (1991) book about a generation of 
individuals who are born at the end of the 20111 Century. Unlike their parents, Generations X-
ers grew up in the midst of financial insecurity, rapid changes, great diversity and a loss of 
traditions (Tolbize, 2008). As a result, the one lifetime job or was out (Tolbize, 2008). The 
psychological effect of transitional work, job loss translated into little or no fear of authority 
which reinforced their values of individualism over collectivism (Tolbize, 2008). 
Generation X saw both parents working and the consequence that the traditional 
family began to breakdown. Divorces become a common element, which pushed Generation 
X to find support and advice from friends (Tolbize, 2008). The result was a generation 
preferring flexible schedules that are adaptable to change and that balance a work/life 
schedule (Smola,Wey, Karen, and Sutton, 2002). 
Although much less influenced than Generation Y, Generation X grew up with 
budding technology, but still desire and want instant feedback. This has led Generation X to 
being result versus process oriented individuals making them focused on accomplishments 
rather than time-lines (Smola,Wey, Karen, and Sutton, 2002). This has given Generation X 
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an eager attitude to seek accomplishments and they want ongomg learning and skill 
development on the job (Smola,Wey, Karen, and Sutton, 2002). The result is a generation 
looking for jobs that motivate them; which could even mean taking a lower paying job. 
Therefore, employers need to continually keep this generation interested, and motivated to 
keep work fun (Nelson, 2006). 
Consequently, as Generation X saw layoffs, a lack of steady jobs, and cut backs, they 
tend to be entrepreneurial, pragmatic, and creative (Smola,Wey,Karen, and Sutton, 2002). 
This has led to Generation X to have superb problem solving skills, to be technically astute, 
to accept diversity and, change, to have excellent multi-tasking skills, to love competition 
and to believe that similarities, not differences need to be emphasized (Smola,Wey, Karen, 
and Sutton, 2002). Therefore, work is simply not as important as it had been for boomers or 
Traditionalists. Generation X is not defined by work role and does not expect work to be self-
fulfilling (Smola,Wey, Karen, and Sutton, 2002). 
Generation Y (millennia/'s) was born between 1978 and 2002 and unlike Generation 
X, Generation Y, was shaped by parental excesses, computers, and dramatic teclmological 
advances. The result is a generation that is comfortable with technology, making Generation 
Y great multi-taskers. Demographically, Generation Y is more numerous and etlmically 
diverse. They are better educated making them more affluent (Tolbize, 2008). Aside from 
this, Generation Y has similar qualities with Genertaion X such as valuing teamwork, 
training, collective action, diversity, optimism, change, flexibility, independence, and being 
entrepreneurial. 
Although Generation X and Y have similarities, there is one major difference that 
separates them, their outlook on life (Tolbize, 2008) Generation X's outlook is more 
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pessimistic than Generation Y. This stems from each generation having different influences 
during their lives. For example Generation X's life was full of uncertainty in the areas of jobs 
and income. Generation Y, on the other hand, had the opposite experience of global 
economic growth and had helicopter parents who hovered nearby and who tended to their 
every need (Tolbize, 2008). 
Another difference stems from Generation Y being catered to by their parents from 
birth, being told they were special, and being instilled with a spirit of volunteerism. This has 
led Generation Y to being social, optimistic, talented, collaborative, open-minded, and 
achievement-oriented and seen as over-confident (Morgan and Ribben, 2006). Conversely, 
Generation Y is also conservative and socially tolerant of others choices and actions. 
Furthermore being raised as active participants of the household, they respect authority and 
are not afraid of questioning authority. Additionally, Generation Y has abandoned the 
materialism of a big salary and prefers perks like tuition, reimbursements, or flexible work 
hours (Tolbize, 2008). Like Gen X, their work role is not that big a part of their lives. They 
first look for a life style and then a job to support it (Cole, Smith, and Lucas, 2002). This is 
far easier when you are not wonied about family-housing-insurance or pensions. 
In sum, all generations have their differences and every employer must recognize 
generational differences and understands what each generation is looking for. 
Generational Motivation 
Engaging different generations can only come about when employers understand 
what motivates each generation. Otherwise, it will be a futile exercise in human relations. 
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Once an employer knows what motivates each generation, it easter for them to engage 
employees. 
Traditionalist being at the end of their careers and working part time see self-
fulfillment and feeling good about what they do as a motivator (Seleste, 2009). This leads to 
Traditionalists being motivated by being respected for their experience and they like working 
for a company that provides stability, and security and that rewards perseverance (Seleste, 
2009). However, although they are ending their careers, Traditionalists are still motivated by 
ski lls and knowledge development (Seleste, 2009). This clearly indicates that, no matter the 
age, being motivated results in constant learning and development. However, it is also 
interesting to note that 60% of the Traditionalists said they would "just do the best job I can" 
(Seleste, 2009). 
Baby-Boomers are motivated by branding and want their working environment or 
products to have the look of success (Seleste, 2009). They love massive open plans with 
impressive entrances, hanging gardens, or fish tanks (Seleste, 2009). Baby-Boomers are 
motivated by impressive and dramatic effects. However, what still motivates them is 
structure which is reflected in how their parents brought them up. As a result, the hierarchical 
organization structure is very important for this generation (Sazkonyi, 2008). This is also 
reflected in their recruitment methods in that they prefer a traditional method. As a result, for 
Baby-Boomers their motivation, is to demonstrate to the community they amount to 
something. These are the people who have spawned Green Peace, and Ducks Unlimited. 
They look for challenges and once it has been completed want to be recognized for their 
achievements. Likewise as many of this generation are heading into retirement but sti ll want 
to work, they need something more meaningful than a financial reward . Once at work Baby-
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Boomers are motivated by everyone on the team being empowered to have their say, to 
experience a common vision and a common way forward (Nelson, 2006). They believe that 
effective teams are those with common values, which are homogenous in purpose and 
approach. Therefore, companies which want to key into Baby-Boomers' motivation, needs to 
have a clear vision, mission and purpose, which express its values and strategic plan. 
Additionally, Baby-Boomers want everyone to share the same world view and outlook on life 
(Nelson, 2006). However, as this generation begins to retire, and to pull back from work. 
Their main motivator is not money, but a workplace which allows flexibility (Seleste, 2009). 
Those not ready to retire yet live for the comer office, seniority, title and a permanent 
parking lot (Smith, 2005). They love competitiveness and getting a pat on the back with a 
"job well done" and being placed on the front page. Additionally as they have been high 
earners, and used to substantial disposable income, Baby-Boomers are highly motivated by 
perks such as company cars, holiday homes or child care (Smith, 2005). 
Unlike their sons and daughters Baby-Boomers are motivated by work. However, 
Baby-Boomers are going through a change in attitude towards this thinking. Thus, aside from 
the diehard workaholics, others are motivated by time off as this generation gets older and 
knows time is precious. Additionally, loyalty for Baby-Boomers is another aspect of work 
which motivates them. They will remain loyal when the company provides clear upward 
career path. In sum, Baby-Boomers motivations are very reward driven with clear lines of 
recognition (Nelson, 2006). 
Generation X's attitude could be labeled as "whatever", who like to be with friends, 
but maintain their individuality at the same time. Unlike Baby-boomers, they went through 
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recesswns, a change in family structure, and absent and workaholic parents. This led 
Generation X to be motivated by other elements within the workplace. As such authority 
means little or nothing to them and they prefer a different method of structure other than 
command and control. 
Generation X is motivated by having a "fun" place to work (Nelson, 2006). Unlike 
their parents, Generation X does not live to work but works to fund their lifestyles. Their 
attitude of "I worked hard until lunchtime. Can I go home now?" must be taken into account 
by employers (Nelson, 2006). This will lead Generation X to have at least five career 
changes within their lifetime. This Generation is motivated by an infonnal approach to work 
where it combines elements of fun and relaxation. 
What also motivates Generation X is being able to interview the interviewer which is 
a complete change from their parents. This has led to a change in recruitment methods. 
Furthermore, Generation X does not care for branding or company spin. This has led 
Generation X to be motivated by building a portable career. They are motivated by 
companies that continue to challenge them, and allow them to build a portable career from 
within the organization (Nelson, 2006). 
What also motivates Generation X is having an organization that allows them to 
participate in a team but also allows them to build on their strengths (Sazkonyi, 2006). This 
does not mean they dislike being team players but rather they like maintaining their 
individuality within a team setting. Questions from Generation X would begin with "Where 
do we intersect?" or "What do we have in common?" As such, Generation X is motivated by 
a company culture where differences can be discussed out in the open and they do not have 
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to reach a consensus. This Generation loves an organization that allows them to talk face to 
face with their bosses on a first name basis. Additionally, Generation X's are motivated by 
organizations that let them do their own work with minimal supervision, as they don't care 
for rules or bureaucracy (Sazkonyi, 2006). As a result, having a political or very strict culture 
would not motivate this generation as their freedom of will is very strong. Therefore 
Generation X is more highly motivated by a direct communication style than previous 
generations. 
Generation X is motivated by freedom as much as a reward. Unlike their parents 
generation who like material rewards, Generation X prefers freedom where they have the 
ability to lead a balanced lifestyle. They are motivated by having a company culture that 
allows them to spend free time with friends and family and they are not keen on becoming 
workaholics like their parents. As a result, a work/life balance is not a privilege but a right 
and if an organization does not provide such a benefit they will resign. Therefore Generation 
X is motivated by a fun, flexible culture that allows humour to be insti lled with work. 
Generation X is not interested in future rewards because they might not be there that long or 
even know if the company will exist (Tolbize, 2008). As such, an organization that offers 
quick rewards like free time or having the ability to have their pension accumulate when they 
leave is a must. As a result, Generation X is motivated by constant feedback. They also differ 
from their parents in their ideo logy towards a 9 to 5 work schedu le and with the advent of 
technology see no difference in working at home or office or any other place to get the job 
done. 
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Generation X will not be persuaded with loyalty but by contracts and do not believe 
in working to pay their dues. For Generation X, working with an organization is a partnership 
which comes with balance, freedom and rewards. This generation is also motivated by 
having fun at work and if they can't work in a cheerful, happy environment, they will not be 
motivated. In sum, Generation X's work motivation is labeled as "I'm here now, let's work 
together for the meantime, until I leave" (Morgan, and Ribben, 2008). However Gen X 
continues to be motivated by having a place which encourages skills and development 
(Seleste, 2009). 
Generation Y can be labeled as "let's make the world a better place." As such, their 
motivation is quite similar to Generation X in some instances. For example, Generation Y 
and their working environment are much like Generation X in that they look at careers as a 
portfolio that requires constant change. As a result, Generation Y is motivated by 
organizations that have flexible hours, telecommunications, taking families to work, 
playgrounds for their kids, gyms, and even ovemight sleeping quarters (Seleste, 2009). 
However recruitment for Generation Y is much different than any other generation. 
Organizations need to convince potential employees that their company is a good option 
(Sazkonyi, 2008). 
Generation Y is motivated by organizations that pay according to their talent and 
output ( Sazkonyi, 2008). Furthermore, Generation Y grew up being empowered which 
motivates them to work for organizations that allow for teamwork at the office. However, 
Generation Y are more natural team players than Generation X. This motivates them toward 
organizations that define objectives and their roles within the organization, or team, being 
clearly explained (Sazkonyi, 2008). 
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Generation Y is motivated by organizations that offer practical rewards that they can 
use. This would include extending rewards beyond their workplace which impacts on their 
personal lives. Examples such as coupons, movie tickets etc are good rewards or even having 
them work for something altruistic and meaningful, such as saving the rainforest. Much like 
the Baby-Boomers, Generation Y also enjoys big celebrations as they are sociable and enjoy 
parties. Unlike their parents or Baby-boomers, it doesn't matter if the rewards are small or 
big as longs as its fun filled (Sazkonyi, 2008). 
The other motivator Generation Y looks for in organizations is that feedback be 
instant and that organizations understand they are hiring a system, not individuals, which 
consists of her/him and their family (Sazkonyi, 2008). Therefore, having a family friendly 
organization that understands family will be a major motivator. As a result, this generation 
will demand and be motivated by organizations that offer a flexible schedule, see them as 
part of a system, and not as stand-alone individuals. By doing so, organizations will have 
their loyalty. Just like Generation X, Generation Y needs to have fun and enjoyment at work. 
Organizations that have a happy, pleasant and relaxed atmosphere are motivators (Sazkonyi, 
2008). 
In sum, it can be concluded that all generations value, skills, and knowledge 
development as motivator for their jobs. Having more money and benefits is not a major 
motivator across the broad but it is more pronounced in Gen X and Y. However, this can be 
reflected on each generation's career stage. What is also interesting is that the Baby-Boomers 
and Traditionalists, once working long hours are now beginning to pull back, as they begin to 
see time as finite and concentrate on other things in life . Once again this can be attributed to 
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different stages of their lives. As the younger generation has families, new mortgages, their 
own agendas and dreams to fulfill, they will require moving up the corporate ladder and 
learning new skills to gain a higher paying job. This presents a good opportunity for 
employers to bridge the gap between the two generations via mentoring or teambuilding. 
Recommendations 
From the previous evidence and the literature review, we have seen that employers 
need to practice good leadership, provide a strong positive organizational culture and 
meaningful work, and they need to understand what motivates each generation. By doing so, 
employers will be able to initiate a better work culture resulting in improving their employee 
morale, happiness and productivity. However, this takes a balancing act between giving the 
employees the appropriate amount of autonomy yet maintaining control. Achieving this 
balance is not an easy task because employee engagement is not a "one size fits all 
approach." What does matter is that good employers put together a solid prescription for 
keeping employees motivated, encouraging interpersonal commitment, and investing in its 
employees. Doing so will allow for each person to be psychologically united as a team yet 
maintain their independence. That being said let us focus on writing a prescription for 
employers on how to best engage each generation. 
In the previous literature we have seen leadership practices, organizational culture, 
and providing meaningful work all break down generational differences. The reason is that 
employee engagement allows for open discussion whereby individuals can discuss what is on 
their minds. Further, as more autonomy is allowed with employee engagement, it increases 
employee happiness as they have direct control over their work. This allows for pride and a 
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sense of ownership in their work, which, increases cohesion and creates a positive 
organizational culture that allows employees to feel part of a "group" versus some faceless 
organization? 
The first step for any manager is to connect with its employees and show they are 
valued members of the organization. Employers should begin immediately to establish 
personal relationships with their employees. Secondly, all employers must take into account 
that all people, regardless of age, want to be praised and be recognized. By combing both of 
the previous suggestions, employers can establish good relationships based on meaningful 
work, which promotes good organizational culture. For Traditionalists, and Baby-Boomers, 
this could mean employers asking them for advice on a business issue that interests them thus 
making them feel appreciated for their knowledge. For Generation X andY it would mean 
asking for their opinions on how they could do things and making them feel appreciated for 
their knowledge. However, whatever the question or dialogue is employers should find a 
common theme for all employees and take a genuine interest in what they are saying. By 
doing so, it will open up discussion in other areas such as company issues where each person 
may feel they might not have had the opportunity to communicate with the boss. If each 
generation or individual likes their boss and finds that the boss is (a) respectful 
(Traditionalists), (b) a good mentor (Baby-Boomers), (c) a good Listener (Generation X) and 
(d) cool (Generation Y), these perceptions make it much easier for future growth in 
employee/employer dialogue. 
The next step managers need to do is look at providing challenging and meaningful 
work for their employees. Meaningful work can be defined as a job that offers autonomy, 
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influence, and intrinsic rewards (Bolman and Deal, 2003). This implies that employers are 
willing to give their employees the freedom, and tools for development to contribute towards 
the organizations' goals, but remain in line with its vision. This enhances the employee's 
sense of belonging to the organization and of contributing to the organization. Establishing a 
connection via meaningful work, which increases the employee morale and happiness, 
engages the mind of the worker increasing creativity which, in tum fosters inventiveness and 
instills passion. For example, many Traditionalists and Baby-boomers have years of 
experience, knowledge and talent that many companies are not using. Unfortunately, much of 
this knowledge is being lost as employees retire. What an opportune time for organizations to 
give these generations some meaningful work, that would challenge them! This could be in 
terms of training people and mentoring them. On the other hand, generation X and Y could 
find meaning in their work by constantly being challenged with development within the 
organization. This could include courses, web-seminars, or setting goals that have to be met 
before moving to the next promotional level. 
However in order for organizations to move to the next level, a clear vision needs to 
be communicated. The mission, as demonstrated by the leader's actions, must give meaning 
and relevance for the present and future. The best example of a clear and inspiring mission 
statement was voiced by an older man sweeping the floor at Cape Canaveral just days before 
launching during one of the early Apollo missions. Approached as to what he was doing, the 
man replied, "I'm getting a man to the moon" (Bolman and Deal, 2003). As can be seen, 
having a clear vision of where the company is going is crucial to get employees motivated 
and increasing its productivity. 
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A vision stated without good leadership, which is crucial to employee engagement, is 
useless. In order to instill a company's vision, employers would be better focusing their 
attention on Generation X and Y. One of the character traits of Baby-Boomers and 
Traditionalists is loyalty towards the organization. That trait presents a good opportunity for 
employers to create teams of mature and younger workers. When the younger generation see 
older generations' passion for the companies goals, aligned with its mission statement, it 
soon becomes part of each employee's way of doing their work even when they are off work. 
The result is an employee who truly believes in what the organization is about and knows 
how the organization works. Thus, Traditionalists, and Baby-Boomers can aid employers in 
presenting the mission statement to Generation X and Y. However, when it comes to 
instilling a company's vision statement, having a good leader is always a crucial aspect. The 
reason is that a good leader transforms situations and influences people, especially 
Generation X and Y. As a result, leaders must walk the talk. This action must be 
accompanied by setting goals that are related to the mission and goals of the company, so 
employee's can associate their actions with the organizations vision and see the effects it has 
on productivity. 
Feedback is another important aspect for employee engagement which needs to be 
implemented with care. For example, Traditionalist attitudes are "no news is good news," 
and as they have high degree of experience, employers would be wise asking them for 
feedback, reversing the role from employer to employee. When it comes to giving Baby-
Boomers feedback, employers would be wise to make it annually or quarterly reviews but in 
a fom1al conventional setting. For example, this would include setting a specific date, time 
and location to go over feedback . This would usually be in a private office. Generation X and 
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Y would need feedback that would be instant, and informal. However, both generations want 
this type of feedback to be instant, as it would drive them to better themselves thereby getting 
ready for their next promotion. The importance of feedback is that it can be used as part of 
an employee engagement plan and reduce any Uimecessary conflict. 
Recognition and rewards are maJOr factors in increasing employee engagement. 
Without properly recognizing employees, the company will definitely increase its employee 
related losses. However for employers to hit the right method of recognition for each 
generation they must understand what motivates each generation and align these with their 
generational traits, thus making a c01mection towards employee engagement. For example, 
Traditionalists and Baby-Boomers being "old school" and their continued loyalty towards the 
company want to be praised publicly. As a result, the best form of recognition would be with 
such actions as f01mal and public recognition, or their photographs being taken as a top 
performer and having it hung on the champion's wall. Other forms of recognition could be to 
write about their achievements or print their names on a newsletter. The main motivation for 
Traditionalists is to be remembered for their contributions. This could include a lavish 
dinner, dancing, and entertainment to share with guests. These celebrations have to be big, 
and draw a lot of attention. 
Generation X's is motivated by having a "fun place to work" combined with their 
character traits of not being afraid of authority makes them a little more difficult to please. 
As a result, Generation X is not excited about rewards as they might not be around to enjoy 
them. What Generation X has in mind is the next step or job in their career. As a result, 
Generation X feels recognized when their employers offers them more training to add to their 
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skills especially in technology skills. This could include offering courses that would be 
attached to possible promotion, or for their portable portfolio. 
Generation Y's feels recognized by having rewards they can use "now" such as a 
movie tickets, or coupons for a local grocery store. This can be explained by their character 
traits of wanting the "now" and their motivation of wanting practical rewards which extends 
into their personal lives. 
Another important element towards building employee engagement is demonstrating 
how employee and employer can contribute to the organizations overall growth. This is 
important as a balance between retiring and up and coming employees can contribute to 
building employee engagement. For example, Traditionalists having worked for a long time, 
and based on their character traits, have contributed greatly towards the company's overall 
growth. As a result, they want to be remembered for what they did. This ties' directly into the 
recognition which they desire. Consequently, employers do not need to make this generation 
understand their contribution, but should recognize them for them. However, employers still 
need to demonstrate this by thanking them for making the company what it is today. It was 
the Traditionalists, who began and laid the foundations of what led the organization being 
what it is today. 
Baby-Boomers draw from the same situation and experience. Many are looking for 
new ways to work or new opportunities to give back to their organizations. As they love 
collaborative learning and working in teams, it would be a perfect time for employers to ask 
for their assistance and let them as mentors. Mentoring provides a great opportunity for 
Baby-Boomers to utilize their knowledge. 
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For Generation X andY, the best way to have them feel they are contributing is by 
allowing them to be heard, and respected. Especially for Generation Y who wants 
desperately to prove themselves and gain a promotion. More importantly, managers must 
keep an open channel of communication and take employee suggestions seriously otherwise 
they may lose their respect. 
Control in the past was always a big issue between employees and employers. With 
the dawn of the 21th Century, a command-and-bark system of control will not work in 
today's workplace. Therefore, an employer's only choice is to maintain control by building 
up trust between employees. Furthermore, and more importantly, trust builds up a 
psychological contract that is perceptual in nature and encompasses reciprocal obligations 
(Annstrong, 2007). To increase and build trust employers need to demonstrate respect, 
compassion, trust, empathy, fairness, and objectivity which qualifies under the psychological 
contract. By doing so, employers build a psychological bridge with employees whereby if the 
employer asks employees to do a job they will do so, so as to not break this psychological 
attachment to each other. Additionally, with advances in technology, having control of 
employees is no longer an adequate method for an organization that needs to constantly 
change and maintain high quality employees. Even the Traditionalist who at one point did 
adhere to a strict command-and-control system of authority no longer accepts this. However, 
this could be because they are ending their careers and, see time as acute and finite. The 
traditionalists are switching to a more relaxed type of system of authority where they are in 
control of the projects. Especially as they are semi-retired and employers wish to take 
advantage of their knowledge, employers will let them manage themselves. Baby-Boomers 
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who are beginning to retire are in the same position as Traditionalists. An employer's best 
approach is to collaborate with Baby-Boomers letting them lead teams with minimal 
supervision. This supervision should be based on shared authority. When employers are 
dealing with Generation X andY, control should be minimal, and they should be put into 
self-directed work teams. This will allow both generations to suite their style of work yet at 
the same time work as a team. In sum, to hold real power employers need to concentrate on 
building trust. No amount of horse-whipping or threats will achieve positive change: Control 
is best shared when trust is built between employer and employee. A psychological contract 
is much more effective as it leads to collaboration and breaks down barriers. 
Collaboration is generally welcomed by all generations. However this can be difficult 
because as with all groups there are always storming, and norming issues that lead to 
different personalities getting in the way of progress. This conflict can be a result of egos, 
miscommunication or self-interest and can be quite a challenge to get past. To overcome 
such obstacles, employers must lead by example, and bring people to the table to break down 
walls and misguided perceptions which disable communication. As a result, Traditionalists, 
and Baby-Boomers can then safely mentor Generation X and Y, and pass on the knowledge 
to the next generation. 
However none of this will matter to an organization unless leaders are credible and 
espouse confidence which can be seen by its employees. Additionally, employee engagement 
must start from the top, and must allow for two \vay communication. Employers must also 
provide sufficient opportunities for development and advancement and ensure that employees 
have what they need which includes proper training, and incentives. 
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Employers also must be aware that basic satisfiers such as pay, benefits, health and 
safety will not produce a satisfied and engaged workforce, but they are a contributor with 
other factors. If other factors such as good leadership, organizational culture, and meaningful 
work are applied, employers will have the proper tools to engage their employees. This can 
be accompanied with achievement, recognition, increased responsibility, and the nature of 
the work that is done (Wheatley, 2007). 
In sum, all organizations must develop specific plans to optimize their human capital. 
They must take into account each generation motivators, and implement a plan that is 
flexible enough to change with change. This will allow for each generation to adjust to 
differences, and similarities. Further, by having the foundation of good leadership, the 
employer will be able to have the emotional intelligence to harness the best in their 
employees 
Conclusion 
Increasing employee engagement is not an easy task, nor can employers take a one 
size fits all approach. However as the world is constantly changing, employees no longer 
have the "life-time" career and there is steep competition for top talent. Employers have no 
choice but to implement employee engagement. It must start from the top and work itself 
down throughout the organization. One can say employee engagement can be compared to a 
body. As the brain is the center and igniter of all bodily activity, so is leadership for 
engagement. But the soul of engagement is providing meaningful work. Without this, no 
amount of employer incentives or words will do much towards engagement of an employee. 
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At the same time, leaders must set the tone for proper leadership which also sets the 
tone for the organizations' culture. Organizations can't just have a "manager." They must 
have a leader that understands the different parts of effective leadership. A good leader 
breaks the status quo and puts time and energy into understanding each employee and what 
he/she can contribute. It will be through this investment that an organization's culture 
determines the level of engagement. However, this process needs constant upkeep by 
employers who constantly challenge its employees with a shared sense of purpose, and 
development. 
By establishing a positive environment through employee engagement, leaders will 
not have major issues dealing with different generations. Employee engagement will adapt to 
each person's likes and dislikes. In contrast, if employers fail to show leadership or establish 
a culture that does not involve engaging employees, it will cost them decrease profits and 
increased tum-over. If an organization does decide to engage employees, they must be 
creative and sensitive to the generational differences and offer employees the opportunity to 
experience and learn from peers. In sum, employee engagement can be the greatest factor in 
establishing a culture which will protect that organization and enable it to defend itself 
against negative forces that can destroy good companies. 
Ideally, an effective employer demonstrates a desire and commitment to creating a 
culture of engaged, enthusiastic and happy workers. If organizations create this positive 
culture they will be well able to face the daunting task of keeping valued employee 
regardless of generational differences. 
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